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Abstract
An unbiased low-variance gradient estimator, termed GO gradient, was proposed
recently for expectation-based objectives Eqγ(y)[f(y)], where the random vari-
able (RV) y may be drawn from a stochastic computation graph with continuous
(non-reparameterizable) internal nodes and continuous/discrete leaves. Upgrading
the GO gradient, we present for Eqγ(y)[f(y)] an unbiased low-variance Hessian
estimator, named GO Hessian. Considering practical implementation, we reveal
that GO Hessian is easy-to-use with auto-differentiation and Hessian-vector prod-
ucts, enabling efficient cheap exploitation of curvature information over stochastic
computation graphs. As representative examples, we present the GO Hessian for
non-reparameterizable gamma and negative binomial RVs/nodes. Based on the GO
Hessian, we design a new second-order method for Eqγ(y)[f(y)], with rigorous
experiments conducted to verify its effectiveness and efficiency.
1 Introduction
Many machine learning problems can be formulated as an optimization problem involving an
expectation. A classic such setup [39] is of the form
Framework I: minϑ J (ϑ) , Eq(x)[h(x,ϑ)], (1)
where the random variable (RV) x obeys a distribution q(x) unrelated to the parameters ϑ of interest,
and h(x,ϑ) is a continuous function wrt ϑ. General assumptions making J (ϑ) (and the following
L(γ)) a valid loss function are omitted for simplicity. In practice one often encounters its finite-sum
form minϑ 1N
∑N
i=1 h(xi,ϑ) with q(x) =
1
N
∑N
i=1 δ(x−xi), where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function
(this discrete form is typically an approximation, based on N observed samples drawn from the true
underlying data distribution). A popular example of Framework I is maximum-likelihood learning
with the data distribution q(x) and the negative log-likelihood h(x,ϑ) = − log p(x;ϑ), where
p(x;ϑ) represents the model.
An alternative framework, attracting increasing attention recently, considers the form
Framework II: minγ L(γ) , Eqγ(y)[f(y)], (2)
where parameters γ of interest determine the distribution qγ(y) that, for example, models a stochastic
computational graph [45]. Note in general the function f(·) may also be related to γ; however, as
the generalization is straight-forward, we focus on the setup in (2) for simpler derivations. Popular
examples of Framework II include the ELBO in variational inference [7, 27], the generator train-
ing objective of generative adversarial networks [18, 5, 20], and many objectives associated with
reinforcement learning [46, 16, 17].
Many optimization methods have been proposed for Framework I, utilizing the first-order gradient
information [4, 23] or exploiting the second-order Hessian information [47, 54]. Compared with
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first-order methods, second-order ones are often characterized by convergence in fewer training
iterations, requiring less tweaking of meta-parameters (like learning rate), scale invariance to linear
parameter rescaling, navigating better when facing pathological curvature in deep learning, and
converging to a second-order stationary point [32, 47]. For computation and memory efficiency
in high-dimensions (like for deep neural networks), recent second-order methods often resort to
Hessian-free techniques, i.e., Hessian-vector products (HVP) [37, 32], which can be computed as
efficiently as gradients [37] and remove the need to construct the full Hessian [28, 25].
In contrast to the classic Framework I, few optimization methods have been proposed for Framework
II in (2), partially because of the significant challenge in even estimating its gradient with low variance
without bias in general/non-reparameterizable (subsequently abbreviated as “non-rep”) situations
[13, 48, 30]. For second-order optimization of Framework II, most existing works resort to the log-
trick,2 often suffering from high variance and poor sample efficiency, and therefore seeking help from
variance reduction control variates with a potential variance-bias trade-off [21, 17, 41]. Moreover, to
facilitate the implementation via auto-differentiation (AD), cumbersome designs of surrogate losses
and control variates are often necessary [17, 31], which are challenging when derivatives of different
orders are used simultaneously [30, 14], like in meta reinforcement learning [16]. Therefore, an
easy-to-use unbiased (gradient and) Hessian estimator for Framework II, with low variance and high
sample efficiency, is highly appealing [30].
Different from existing methods that leverage the log-trick, we follow a different research path that
tries to generalize the classic deterministic derivatives (obeying the chain rule) to Framework II
[15, 22, 13]. Specifically, we upgrade the general GO gradient [13] to propose an unbiased Hessian
estimator for Framework II in (2), where y may be drawn from a stochastic computation graph
with continuous rep/non-rep internal nodes and continuous/discrete leaves. The proposed approach
is named GO Hessian, and we show that it often works well empirically with one sample without
variance reduction techniques. Our other contributions are listed as follows.
• We reveal the proposed GO Hessian is easy to use with AD and HVP, enabling computationally
and memory efficient exploitation of curvature information over stochastic graphs.
• We derive GO Hessian for non-rep gamma and negative binomial RVs; we reveal a simple yet
effective method to make optimization over gamma RVs more friendly to gradient-based methods.
• Marrying the GO Hessian to an existing method for Framework I, we present a novel second-
order method for Framework II, theoretically analyze its convergence, and empirically verify its
effectiveness and efficiency with rigorous experiments.
2 Preliminary
We briefly review (i) the GO gradient [13], on which our GO Hessian is based; (ii) Hessian-free
techniques for high-dimensional second-order optimization; and (iii) stochastic cubic regularization
[47], to which GO Hessian is married to form a novel second-order method for Framework II.
2.1 General and one-sample (GO) gradient
Containing as special cases the low-variance reparameterization gradient [44, 38] and the pathwise
derivative3 [15, 22], the GO gradient [13] serves as a general framework of unbiased low-variance
gradient estimates for Framework II in (2), where RV y may be drawn from a stochastic computation
graph [45, 35, 48] with continuous rep/non-rep internal nodes and continuous/discrete leaves [13].
With the GO gradient, one can forward pass through the stochastic graph with one sample activated
for each node to estimate the objective, followed by backward-propagating an unbiased low-variance
gradient estimate through each node again to the parameters of that graph for updating (see Theorem
3 of [13]). The low-variance and one-sample properties make the GO gradient easy-to-use in practice,
for example in variational inference with a complicated inference distribution.
To introduce the approach, the simplest setup, i.e., a single-layer RV y satisfying the conditional-
independent assumption qγ(y) =
∏
v qγ(yv), is employed to demonstrate the GO gradient, i.e.,
2 Also named the likelihood ratio, score function, or REINFORCE estimator. See Section 3.1 for details.
3 Rigorously, the GO gradient [13] cannot fully cover the pathwise derivative [22] on multivariate correlated
RVs; but that uncoverage is rare in practice, because common multivariate RVs are either rep (like a multivariate
normal RV) or can be reparametrized before GO gradient is applied (like a Dirichlet RV).
2
∇γL(γ) = ∇γEqγ(y)[f(y)] = Eqγ(y)
[
Gqγ(y)γ Dyf(y)
]
, (3)
where Dyf(y) =
[ · · · ,Dyvf(y), · · · ]T with Dyvf(y) , ∇yvf(y) for continuous yv while
Dyvf(y) , f(yv+)− f(y) for discrete yv , where yv+ , [· · · , yv−1, yv + 1, yv+1, · · · ]T . Gqγ(y)γ =[ · · · , gqγ(yv)γ , · · · ] gathers the variable-nabla gqγ(yv)γ , −1qγ(yv)∇γQγ(yv), which has the intuitive
meaning of the “derivative” of a RV yv wrt its parameters γ [13]. Qγ(yv) is the CDF of qγ(yv).
With the variable-nabla, one can informally interpret Gqγ(y)γ as the “gradient” of the RV y wrt the
parameters γ. Similar intuitive patterns hold for deep stochastic computation graphs with continuous
internal nodes [13]. As an informal summarization, the GO gradient in expectation obeys the chain
rule and acts like its special case of the classic back-propagation algorithm [43, 13].
2.2 Hessian-free techniques
Developed for efficient implementation of second-order optimization in high-dimensions (like for
deep neural networks, where the explicit construction of the full Hessian is prohibitive), Hessian-free
techniques [32, 10] exploit HVP for implicit usage of the Hessian information, for example, via
[∇2ϑJ (ϑ)]p = ∇ϑ
[
[∇ϑJ (ϑ)]Tp
]
, (4)
where p is a vector uncorrelated with the parameters ϑ of interest. For better efficiency than the above
2-backward technique, [37] proposed a faster HVP calculation that takes about the same amount of
computation as a gradient evaluation. The low-cost HVP is essential because common subsolvers
used to search for second-order directions (like the conjugate gradient method or the cubic-subsolver
from [2, 47, 54]) merely exploit Hessian information via HVP.
2.3 Stochastic cubic regularization (SCR)
As a second-order method for Framework I, the SCR [47] searches for a second-order stationary
point via iteratively minimizing a local third-order Taylor expansion of the objective J (ϑ), i.e.,
ϑt+1 = argmin
ϑ
J (ϑt) + g˜Tt (ϑ− ϑt) +
1
2
(ϑ− ϑt)T H˜t(ϑ− ϑt) + ρ
6
‖ϑ− ϑt‖3, (5)
where g˜t = ∇˜ϑJ (ϑt) and H˜t = ∇˜2ϑJ (ϑt) are the stochastic gradient and Hessian at ϑt, respec-
tively,4 ρ is the cubic penalty coefficient, and (5) can be solved efficiently with gradient decent [11].
Since Newton-like methods are much more tolerant to the Hessian estimation error than that of the
gradient [10], one can often use significantly less data samples to calculate the stochastic Hessian for
better efficiency [47].
3 GO Hessian for Framework II
Targeting an efficient second-order optimization of Framework II in (2), we first propose for it
an unbiased low-variance Hessian estimator, termed General and One-sample (GO) Hessian, that
systematically upgrades the GO gradient [13] and is easy-to-use in practice. We then marry the
proposed GO Hessian to the SCR [47] to propose a novel second-order method for Framework II.
3.1 GO Hessian
A straight-forward way to estimate the Hessian of Framework II in (2) lies in exploiting the log-trick
∇γqγ(y) = qγ(y)∇γ log qγ(y), generalizing the REINFORCE gradient [49], i.e.,
∇2γL(γ) = Eqγ(y)
[
f(y)[∇γ log qγ(y)][∇γ log qγ(y)]T + f(y)∇2γ log qγ(y)
]
. (6)
However, such a log-trick estimation shows high MC variance in both theory and practice [38, 42,
17, 13], often seeking help from variance-reduction techniques [19, 31]. Moreover, for practical
4Often g˜ and H˜ are estimated via Monte Carlo (MC) estimation, i.e., g˜ = 1
Ng
∑Ng
i=1∇ϑh(xi,ϑ),xi ∼ q(x)
and H˜ = 1
NH
∑NH
j=1∇2ϑh(x′j ,ϑ),x′j ∼ q(x).
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Figure 1: Variance comparisons of the one-sample-based log-trick estimation and GO Hessian on (left)
∇2{α,β}EGam(α,β)
[
log Gam(α,β)
Gam(10,10)
]
and (right)∇2{r,p}ENB(r,p)
[
log NB(r,p)
NB(10,0.5)
]
. See Appendix C for details.
implementation with AD, cumbersome designs of surrogate losses and control variates are often
necessary [17, 31, 30, 14].
Different from the above method based on the log-trick, our GO Hessian estimates the curvature of
Framework II in a pathwise manner like the classic deterministic Hessian. Specifically, with the GO
Hessian, one can forward pass through a stochastic computation graph (i.e., qγ(y); with continuous
internal nodes) with one sample activated for each node to estimate the objective (i.e., the one-sample
estimation f(y)), followed by backward-propagating an unbiased low-variance Hessian estimate
through that graph (obeying the chain rule in expectation) to estimate the curvature information. No
surrogate loss is necessary for our GO Hessian, which cooperates harmoniously with the GO gradient
and often works well in practice with only one sample (see Figure 1 and the experiments).
The key observations motivating our GO Hessian include (i) naively employing the integration-by-
parts (foundation of the GO gradient) twice fails to deliver an easy-to-use Hessian estimator (see
Appendix A); (ii) the variable-nabla in (3) is differentiable with often a simple expression (see Table
3 of [13]); and (iii) the GO gradient empirically shows low variance and often works well with only
one sample. Accordingly, we view the GO gradient of L(γ) as another expectation-based vector
objective, followed by calculating the GO gradient for that vector objective to form our GO Hessian
of L(γ).
To simplify notation, we employ the simplest single-layer continuous settings first to demonstrate
our main results, which are then generalized to deep stochastic computation graphs with continuous
rep/non-rep internal nodes and continuous/discrete leaves. Detailed proofs are in Appendix B.
Assuming a single-layer continuous setup with qγ(y) =
∏
v qγ(yv), the GO Hessian is defined as
∇2γL(γ)=∇γEqγ(y)
[
G
qγ(y)
γ ∇yf(y)
]
=Eqγ(y)
[
G
qγ(y)
γ [∇2yf(y)]Gqγ(y)γ T +Hqγ(y)γγ ∇yf(y)
]
, (7)
where Hqγ(y)γγ is a three-dimensional tensor with its element
[Hqγ(y)γγ ]b,a,v = g
qγ(yv)
γb
∇yvgqγ(yv)γa +∇γbgqγ(yv)γa , hqγ(yv)γbγa (8)
and the tensor-vector product Ha outputs a matrix whose element [Ha]b,a=
∑
v Hb,a,vav . We name
h
qγ(yv)
γbγa the variable-hess, because of its intuitive meaning of the second-order “derivative” of a RV
yv wrt parameters {γa, γb} (see below).
For better understanding, we draw parallel comparisons to deterministic optimization with objective
Lˆ(γ) = f [yˆ(γ)], which is a special case of Framework II with qγ(y) = δ(y − yˆ(γ)) and where
∇2γLˆ(γ) = [∇γ yˆ(γ)][∇2yˆf(yˆ)][∇γ yˆ(γ)]T + [∇2γ yˆ(γ)]∇yˆf(yˆ). (9)
By comparing (7) and (9), interesting conclusions include (i) the interpretation of Gqγ(y)γ as the
“gradient” of the RV y wrt parameters γ (informally Gqγ(y)γ ↔ ∇γy) also holds in second-order
settings; (ii) the newly-introduced Hqγ(y)γγ can be intuitively interpreted as the “Hessian” of the RV y
wrt parameters γ (informally Hqγ(y)γγ ↔ ∇2γy), but with an additional component originating from
the RV randomness (i.e., the first item of the variable-hess in (8)); and (iii) the GO Hessian contains
the deterministic Hessian as a special case (see Appendix B.4 for the proof).
On discrete RVs Upgrading the GO gradient, the GO Hessian for single-layer/leaf discrete RVs is
∇2γL(γ)=Eqγ(y)
[
G
qγ(y)
γ [D2yf(y)]G
qγ(y)
γ
T +Hqγ(y)γγ Dyf(y)
]
, (10)
4
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(b) PyTorch-like pseudo code
Figure 2: Demonstration of the simplicity in jointly implementing the GO gradient and
the GO Hessian. A red circle denotes a RV node. Black solid arrows indicate both the
forward pass and parameters γ of the stochastic computation graph. Red dashed arrows
show the backward pass through the current node. S[·] is the stop-gradient operator.
Algorithm 1 SCR-GO for minγ Eq(x)qγ(y|x)[f(x,y)]
Input: Batch sizes Ng, NH , initialization γ0, total
iterations T , and final tolerance .
Output: -second-order stationary point γ∗ or γT+1.
for t = 0, 1, · · · , T do
Sample {xi}Ngi=1 and {x′j}NHj=1 from q(x)
Sample yi ∼ qγt(y|xi) and y′j ∼ qγt(y|x′j)
Estimate GO gradient g˜t with {xi,yi}Ngi=1
Estimate GO Hessian H˜t[·] with {x′j ,y′j}NHj=1
∆,∆← Cubic-Subsolver(g˜t, H˜t[·], )
γt+1 = γt + ∆
if ∆ > −√3/ρ/100 then
∆← Cubic-Finalsolver(g˜t, H˜t[·], )
γ∗ = γt + ∆ and break
where Hqγ (y)γγ Dyf(y) represents a matrix with its elements[
H
qγ (y)
γγ Dyf(y)
]
b,a
=
∑
v
[
[gqγ(yv)γb Dyvg
qγ(yv)
γa ]Dyvf(y
v+) + [∇γbgqγ(yv)γa ]Dyvf(y)
]
. (11)
It is clear that (7) for contin ous RVs and (10) for discrete RVs show i ilar patterns but with slight
differences, like the gradient/difference of f(y) and the definition of the variable-hess. We leave
discrete situations as future research and focus mainly on continuous cases in this paper.
Based on the above derivations/statements for the single-layer setup, we prove in Appendix B similar
patterns hold for stochastic computation graphs with continuous rep/non-rep internal nodes and con-
tinuous/discrete leaves. In short, the GO Hessian acts like its special case of the classic deterministic
Hessian and in expectation obeys the chain rule, enabling an one-sample-based forward pass for loss
estimation and subsequent backward passes for unbiased low-variance Hessian estimation.
On limited f(·)-information For practical situations where only zero-order f(y)-information is
available at the current sample y (e.g., f(y) is non-differentiable or Dyf(y) is not accessible), we
reveal the LAX technique [19] to facilitate our GO Hessian. Specifically, with a surrogate function
cω(y) (often a neural network) to approximate f(y), we unify the zero-order f -evaluation from the
log-trick estimation (see (6)) and the low-variance from our GO Hessian via
HLAX[f ] = Hlog-trick[f ]−Hlog-trick[cω] + HGO[cω], (12)
where Hmethod[func] denotes the Hessian estimator of objective Eqγ(y)[func(y)] based on the
method. The surrogate parameters ω can be optimized by minimizing the MC variance of HLAX[f ]
[19]. Note when cω(y) = f(y), HLAX[f ] delivers the same low variance as our GO Hessian.
3.2 GO Hessian is easy-to-use
By considering practical implementation, to explicitly construct/store the GO Hessian may be pro-
hibitively expensive, especially for stochastic computation graphs with neural-network components.
Fortunately, we find the GO Hessian is easy to use in practice with AD and HVP. The key observation
is the one-sample-estimated GO Hessian acts the same as its special case of deterministic Hessian
(see (7) and Appendix B), despite the variable-nabla/variable-hess as the first-order/second-order
“derivative” for each RV node. Accordingly, one can easily manipulate well-developed AD software
(like PyTorch [36] or TensorFlow [1]) to enable easy-to-use exploitation of the GO Hessian.
Consider the example in Figure 2(a), where we focus on a scalar RV node y of a stochastic graph y
thanks to the conditional independence, α denotes the distribution parameters (e.g., the shape and
rate of a gamma RV) of that node, and one sample is stochastically activated for the subsequent
forward pass. To exploit the GO Hessian with AD, we only need to define the backward pass
for each stochastic activation with the approach shown in Figure 2(b), which guarantees correct
variable-nabla/variable-hess for each RV node and delivers a seamless (double) back-propagation
through the whole stochastic graph (as the rest computations are deterministic and well-defined in
AD). Note the HVP for the GO Hessian (GO-HVP) can be similarly implemented as in (4).
3.3 Second-order optimization of Framework II
Benefiting from the low-variance and easy-to-use properties of the GO Hessian, one can readily marry
it with existing second-order methods for Framework I to develop novel variants for Framework
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II in (2). Considering practical applications like variational inference, we employ a more common
objective for presentation, i.e., minγ L(γ) , Eq(x)qγ(y|x)[f(x,y)], where q(x) is defined in (1).
We employ the stochastic cubic regularization (SCR) [47], that exploits stochastic gradient/Hessian
information within its subroutine (see (5)). By leveraging the GO gradient and our GO Hessian in
place of the classic gradient/Hessian, we present in Algorithm 1 a new second-order method for
Framework II, termed SCR-GO. The Cubic-Subsolver and Cubic-Finalsolver (given in Appendix D)
minimize the local third-order Taylor approximation of Framework II, mimicking (5). The detailed
convergence analysis is provided in Appendix E, where a gamma-related special case is discussed.
4 GO Hessian for common RVs
Based on the variable-nablas summarized in Table 3 of [13] and the definitions in (7) and (10), one
can derive the GO Hessians for many kinds of RVs, which are essential for easy-to-use curvature
exploitation over stochastic computation graphs that are flexibly constructed by those RVs. Following
[13], we highlight two challenging RVs: continuous non-rep gamma and discrete negative binomial.
4.1 GO Hessian for non-rep gamma RVs
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques, we focus on situations with non-
rep gamma RVs in our experiments. Such a concentration is motivated by their broad practical
applications [9, 33, 3, 50, 6] and by their fundamental utility in statistics and machine learning. For
example, many popular distributions can be reparameterized as gamma [29], such as exponential,
chi-squared, inverse-gamma, log-gamma, beta, and Dirichlet; other ones can be mixed via gamma
[58, 55], like the gamma-normal-mixed student-t and the gamma-Poisson-mixed negative binomial.
Accordingly, the presented techniques for gamma can be readily extended to those gamma-related
cases of Framework II (e.g., variational inference for a model with Dirichlet latent code like [8]).
From the definition in (7) and the illustrative example in Figure 2, it’s clear that three components are
crucial in constructing a GO Hessian for a continuous RV, that is,
gqα(y)α ,∇ygqα(y)α , and∇αgqα(y)α . (13)
For a gamma RV yˆ ∼ Gam(α, β), the distribution parameters α in general contain both the shape α
and the rate β. However, we notice the reparameterization of yˆ = y/β, y ∼ Gam(α, 1), with which
one can leave the derivatives wrt β to AD for simplicity and focus solely on the non-rep part associated
with α. Accordingly, we need to calculate the three components in (13) for qα(y) = Gam(y;α, 1).
Moving detailed derivations to Appendix F for clarity, we yield
gqα(y)α = −[log y − ψ(α)]
γ(α, y)
yα−1e−y
+
yey
α2
2F2(α, α;α+ 1, α+ 1;−y)
∇ygqα(y)α = [ψ(α)− log y] + gqα(y)α (y − α+ 1)/y
∇αgqα(y)α = ψ(1)(α)
γ(α, y)
yα−1e−y
+ [log y − ψ(α)]ye
y
α2
2F2(α, α;α+ 1, α+ 1;−y)
− 2yeyα−33F3(α, α, α;α+ 1, α+ 1, α+ 1;−y),
(14)
where ψ(α) is the digamma function, ψ(m)(x) the polygamma function of order m, γ(α, y) the lower
incomplete gamma function, and pFq(a1, · · · , ap; b1, · · · , bq;x) is the generalized hypergeometric
function. Reparameterizing the rate β first, followed by substituting the components in (14) into the
approach in Figure 2(b), one enables easy-to-use exploitation of GO Hessian with AD over a non-rep
gamma node. The low variance of our GO Hessian is illustrated in Figure 1.
A gradient-friendly reparameterization To model a gamma node within a stochastic graph, a naive
method would parameterize shape α= softplus(γα) and rate β= softplus(γβ), where without loss
of generality γ = {γα, γβ} is considered as the parameters of interest. However, we find empiri-
cally that such a naive modeling may not be friendly to gradient-based methods, especially when
target shape and/or rate are large. Figure 3(a) shows an example with the reverse KL objective
KL[Gam(y;α, β)||Gam(y; 200, 200)]; with that modeling, SGD (labeled as SGDα,β) bounces be-
tween two slopes at the bottom of the “valley” and advances slowly. Alternatively, noticing that the
valley bottom is approximately located in a line where Gam(y;α, β) shares the same mean as the tar-
get, we propose to reparameterize via mean µ and standard deviation σ, i.e., qγ(y) = Gam(y; µ
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Figure 3: (a-b) Demonstration of reverse KL divergences and SGD trajectories in different parameter spaces
for Section 4.1. The subscript indicates the parameter space. SGDα,β leverages a learning rate of 10, while the
more efficient SGDµ,σ only uses 10−3. The red star denotes the optimum. 2,000 iterations are used to generate
both trajectories, which are adapted to the other side for clear comparisons. (c-d) Training objectives versus the
number of oracle calls for Section 5.1. The same curve of SGDµ,σ is shown in both plots for clear comparisons.
with µ = softplus(γµ) and σ = softplus(γσ). With this reparameterization, we obtain an approx-
imately decorrelated objective surface (see Figure 3(b)) that is more friendly to gradient-based
methods; it’s apparent SGD in the µ-σ space, termed SGDµ,σ , converges to the optimum much faster.
4.2 GO Hessian for discrete NB RVs
For a NB RV y ∼ qα(y)=NB(r, p), the distribution parameters α={r, p} contain both the number
of failures r and the success probability p. From the definition in (10), three components are necessary
to calculate the GO Hessian, i.e., gqα(y)α , Dygqα(y)α , and∇αgqα(y)α . NoteD in the second term denotes
the difference operator. Due to space constraints, analytic expressions and detailed derivations are
given in Appendix G. The low variance of the GO Hessian is demonstrated in Figure 1.
5 Experiments
The proposed techniques are verified with rigorous experiments where non-rep gamma RVs are of
interest. Generalizing Section 4.1, we first test our SCR-GO on minimizing the reverse KL divergence
between two gamma RVs. Next, we consider mean-field variational inference for Poisson factor
analysis (PFA; which is closely related to LDA [8]) [55, 56]. Finally concerning deep neural networks,
the SCR-GO is tested on training variational encoders, mimicking the VAE [27], for PFA and its deep
generalization of the Poisson gamma belief network (PGBN) [57, 12].
Experimental settings We follow [51, 47, 52, 40, 25] to show training objectives versus the number
of oracle calls (calculations of gradients and/or HVPs); this is deemed a fair metric because it’s
independent of implementation-details/system-configurations and ideally an HVP can “take about the
same amount of computation as a gradient”5 [37]. We compare SCR-GO to standard SGD and the pop-
ular Adam [26]. For both SGD and Adam, learning rates from {0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1}
are tested with the best-tuned results shown. Other settings are given in Appendix H.
5.1 Minimizing the reverse KL divergence between gamma RVs
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the µ-σ reparameterization introduced in Section 4.1 and the
efficiency achieved from exploiting the curvature information via the GO Hessian, we first consider a
simplified example, with the objective KL[Gam(y;α, β)||Gam(y; 200, 1)], for better introduction.
SGD, Adam, and our SCR-GO are compared within both α-β and µ-σ parameter spaces.
The training curves of the compared methods are given in Figures 3(c)-3(d). By comparing SGDα,β
with SGDµ,σ in Figure 3(c), it’s clear that the µ-σ reparameterization method leads to a much faster
convergence with smoother training curves, similar to those from deterministic optimization. By
contrast, SGDα,β visits both high and low KL values frequently (bouncing within a valley bottom
as shown in Figure 3(a)), with a much slower convergence to the optimum. Thanks to the exploited
curvature information, our SCR-GOα,β shows a clearly improved convergence relative to SGDα,β .
Moving to the µ-σ space (see Figure 3(d)), our SCR-GOµ,σ delivers an even faster and more stabilized
5 This is the ideal situation. However, it may not hold for our current implementation, which uses the
2-backward technique in (4) and calculates special functions with a surrogate lib (see Appendix F). That
implementation also makes impossible fair comparisons wrt wall-clock time. With our implementation/computer,
in gamma-related experiments, a GO-HVP is about 3 times more expensive than a GO gradient.
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Figure 4: Training curves of mean-field variational inference (a) and variational encoder (b-c) for PFA on MNIST.
Variances are estimated based on 5 random seeds.
convergence than its counterpart SCR-GOα,β and also SGDµ,σ and Adamµ,σ, demonstrating the
effectiveness of both the µ-σ reparameterization and the curvature exploitation via the GO Hessian.
5.2 Mean-field variational inference for PFA
For practical applications, we leverage the proposed techniques to develop efficient mean-field
variational inference for the PFA, whose generative process is
pθ(x, z) : x ∼ Pois(x|Wz), z ∼ Gam(z|α0,β0), (15)
where x is the count data variable, W the topic matrix with each column/topic wk located in the
simplex, i.e., wvk > 0,
∑
v wvk = 1, z the latent code, and θ = {W,α0,β0}. For mean-field
variational inference, we assume variational approximation distribution qφ(z) = Gam(z; µ
2
σ2 ,
µ
σ2 )
with φ={µ,σ}. Accordingly given training dataset {x1, · · · ,xN}, the objective is to maximize
ELBO(θ, {φi}) =
1
N
∑N
i=1
Eqφi (zi)
[
log
pθ(xi, zi)
qφi(zi)
]
.
A well-tuned Adam optimizer and our SCR-GO are implemented for this experiment, with both
training curves shown in Figure 4(a). It’s clear that with the additional curvature information exploited
via GO-HVP, our SCR-GO exhibits a faster convergence to a better local optimum, with a lower
variance than the well-tuned Adam optimizer.
5.3 Variational encoders for PFA and PGBN
To test the effectiveness of the presented techniques when combined with deep neural networks, we
consider developing a variational encoder for PFA mimicking the VAE, that is,
qφ(z|x)=Gam(z;µ2/σ2,µ/σ2),µ=NNµ(x),σ=NNσ(x), (16)
where NN(·) denotes a neural network and φ contains all the parameters of NNµ(·) and NNσ(·).
Accordingly the objective is to maximize ELBO(θ,φ) = Eqφ(z|x)
[
log pθ(x, z)− log qφ(z|x)
]
.
Figures 4(b)-4(c) show the training objectives versus the number of oracle calls and processed
observations. It’s clear that the proposed SCR-GO performs better than a well-tuned Adam optimizer
in terms of oracle calls and data efficiency, when applied to a model with deep neural networks. The
better performance of SCR-GO is attributed to its exploitation of the curvature information via the
GO Hessian, which takes into consideration the correlation among parameters within pθ(x, z) and
qφ(z|x) and utilizes an (implicit) adaptive learning rate mimicking the classical Newton’s method.
For further testing under more challenging settings with a hierarchically-structured qγ(y) (see (2)),
we consider developing a variational encoder for a 2-layer PGBN. Specifically, with z = {z1, z2},
pθ(x, z) : x ∼ Pois(x|W1z1), z1 ∼ Gam(z1|W2z2, c2), z2 ∼ Gam(z2|α0,β0)
qφ(z|x) : z2 ∼ qφ2(z2|z1), z1 ∼ qφ1(z1|x),
(17)
where θ = {W1,W2, c2,α0,β0}, φ = {φ1,φ2}, and both qφ2(z2|z1) and qφ1(z1|x) are con-
structed as in (16). Due to space constraints, the experimental details and results are moved to
Appendix H.3.2, where one observes similar plots as those in Figure 4, confirming the effectiveness
and efficiency of the presented techniques.
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6 Conclusions
An unbiased low variance Hessian estimator, termed GO Hessian, is proposed to efficiently exploit
curvature information for an expectation-based objective over a stochastic computation graph, with
continuous rep/non-rep internal nodes and continuous/discrete leaves. GO Hessian is easy-to-use
with AD and HVP, enabling a low cost second-order optimization over high-dimensional parameters.
Based on the proposed GO Hessian, a new second-order optimization method is proposed for the
expectation-based objective, which empirically performs better than a well-tuned Adam optimizer in
challenging situations with non-rep gamma RVs. A useful reparameterization is revealed for gamma
RVs to make their optimization more friendly to gradient-based methods.
Broader Impact
This work focuses on the fundamental research of an unbiased low-variance Hessian estimator for
expectation-based objectives over stochastic computation graphs; accordingly, it does not present
direct ethical or societal impact. However, the proposed techniques may benefit many research
fields, such as variational inference, generative models, or reinforcement learning, with easy-to-use
curvature exploitation and better training/sample efficiency.
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Appendix of GO Hessian for Expectation-Based Objectives
Yulai Cong, Miaoyun Zhao, Jianqiao Li, Junya Chen, Lawrence Carin
Department of ECE, Duke University
A Naive derivations of the Hessian of
Framework II
Below we reveal the challenge in deriving the Hessian of
Framework II in (2) of the main manuscript. Specifically,
naive derivations fail to deliver an easy-to-use Monte
Carlo (MC) estimator.
For simplicity, let’s first employ the simplest single-layer
continuous settings for presentation, where the continuous
random variable (RV) y ∼ qγ(y) =
∏
v qγ(yv).
To compute the Hessian of the objective of Framework II,
a naive method would (taking the two-dimensional case
as example)
∇2γL(γ) = ∇2γEqγ(y)[f(y)] =∫ [
qγ(y1)∇2γqγ(y2) + [∇γqγ(y1)][∇γqγ(y2)]T
+ qγ(y2)∇2γqγ(y1) + [∇γqγ(y2)][∇γqγ(y1)]T
]
f(y)dy.
(18)
It’s almost impossible to directly estimate such a compli-
cated expression with low variance without bias.
Alternatively, noticing that the GO gradient is derived
based on the integration-by-parts [13] and that the path-
wise derivative originates from the transport equation
[15, 22], one may try to apply those foundations (the
integration-by-parts/transport-equation) twice in a naive
manner to get a Hessian estimator. However, as de-
tailed below, the resulting expressions are neither easy-to-
use (amenable to auto-differentiation (AD) and Hessian-
vector products (HVP)) in practice nor consistent with
one’s intuition.
As the GO gradient contains the pathwise derivative as a
special case (see Section 2.1 of the main manuscript), we
derive based on the integration-by-parts. Thanks to the
symmetry in (18), we only apply the integration-by-parts
twice to the first two terms as∫
[qγ(y1)∇2γqγ(y2)]f(y)dy = −
∫
qγ(y1)[∇2γQγ(y2)][∇y2f(y)]dy
= Eqγ(y)
[−∇2γQγ(y2)
qγ(y2)
∇y2f(y)
]
OR =
∫
qγ(y1)
[
∇2γ
∫ y2
−∞
Qγ(yˆ2)dyˆ2
]
[∇2y2f(y)]dy,
(19)
and∫
[∇γqγ(y1)][∇γqγ(y2)]T f(y)dy = −
∫
[∇γqγ(y1)][∇γQγ(y2)]T [∇y2f(y)]dy
=
∫
[∇γQγ(y1)][∇γQγ(y2)]T [∇2y2y1f(y)]dy
= Eqγ(y)
[−∇γQγ(y1)
qγ(y1)
[−∇γQγ(y2)
qγ(y2)
]T
∇2y2y1f(y)
]
.
(20)
Substituting the above results to (18) and leveraging the
symmetry, we yield
∇2γL(γ) = Eqγ(y)

−∇2γQγ(y2)
qγ(y2)
∇y2f(y)
+
−∇γQγ(y1)
qγ(y1)
[−∇γQγ(y2)
qγ(y2)
]T
∇2y2y1f(y)
+
−∇2γQγ(y1)
qγ(y1)
∇y1f(y)
+
−∇γQγ(y2)
qγ(y2)
[−∇γQγ(y1)
qγ(y1)
]T
∇2y1y2f(y)

(21)
or
∇2γL(γ) = Eqγ(y)

∇2γ
∫ y2
−∞Qγ(yˆ2)dyˆ2
qγ(y2)
∇2y2f(y)
+
−∇γQγ(y1)
qγ(y1)
[−∇γQγ(y2)
qγ(y2)
]T
∇2y2y1f(y)
+
∇2γ
∫ y1
−∞Qγ(yˆ1)dyˆ1
qγ(y1)
∇2y1f(y)
+
−∇γQγ(y2)
qγ(y2)
[−∇γQγ(y1)
qγ(y1)
]T
∇2y1y2f(y)

.
(22)
Generalizing the above two equations for a multi-
dimensional y (still in the single-layer continuous set-
tings), it’s apparent that one won’t achieve an easy-to-use
Hessian estimator that is amenable to AD and HVP, be-
cause of either the combination of {∇yf(y),∇2yf(y)}
or the complicated integral∇2γ
∫ yi
−∞Qγ(yˆi)dyˆi.
Even in the simplest single-layer continuous settings,
naive derivations fail to deliver an easy-to-use Hessian
estimator. For more complicated settings with stochastic
computation graphs, various kinds of conditional struc-
tures therein would make it extremely hard (if not impos-
sible) to even derive expressions as (21)/(22) (refer to the
derivations in Section B), not to speak of an easy-to-use
implementation that is amenable to AD and HVP.
By contrast, our GO Hessian has the clear advantage of
being intuitively simple and easy-to-use in practice, i.e.,
amenable to AD and HVP.
B Derivations of the GO Hessian
Recall that the objective of Framework II is
Framework II: min
γ
L(γ) , Eqγ(y)[f(y)]. (23)
Below we derive the GO Hessian for (i) where the RV
y is single-layer and continuous, (ii) where y is single-
layer/leaf and discrete, and (iii) where y denotes hierar-
chically constructed stochastic computation graphs, with
continuous internal RVs and continuous/discrete leaf RVs.
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B.1 GO Hessian in single-layer continuous settings
Consider a single-layer continuous RV y ∼ qγ(y) =∏
v qγ(yv). With γa denoting the a-th element of param-
eters γ, the GO gradient [13] for (23) is
∇γaL(γ) = ∇γaEqγ(y)[f(y)] = Eqγ(y)
[
Gqγ(y)γa ∇yf(y)
]
= Eqγ(y)
[∑
v
gqγ(yv)γa ∇yvf(y)
]
= Eqγ(y)
[
F (y,γ)
]
,
(24)
where F (y,γ) ,
∑
v g
qγ(yv)
γa ∇yvf(y).
Noticing (i) that the GO gradient empirically shows low
variance and often works well with only one sample, (ii)
that the variable-nabla gqγ(yv)γa is differentiable with often
a simple expression (see Table 3 of [13]; this originates
from that the denominator of the variable-nabla is likely
to be canceled due to the Leibniz integral rule.6), and (iii)
the GO gradient has a similar expression as the original
objective L(γ), we apply the GO gradient to (24) again
to yield
∇2γbγaL(γ) = ∇γbEqγ(y)
[
F (y,γ)
]
= Eqγ(y)
[
Gqγ(y)γb ∇yF (y,γ) +∇γbF (y,γ)
]
= Eqγ(y)
 ∑k gqγ(yk)γb ∇yk∑v gqγ(yv)γa ∇yvf(y)
+∇γb
∑
v
gqγ(yv)γa ∇yvf(y)

= Eqγ(y)

∑
k
gqγ(yk)γb
 [∇ykgqγ(yk)γa ]∇ykf(y)+∑
v
gqγ(yv)γa ∇2ykyvf(y)

+
∑
v
[∇γbgqγ(yv)γa ]∇yvf(y)

= Eqγ(y)
Gqγ(y)γb [∇2yf(y)]Gqγ(y)γa T+∑
v
[
gqγ(yv)γb ∇yvgqγ(yv)γa +∇γbgqγ(yv)γa
]∇yvf(y)

(25)
By rewriting the above elemental definition into its vec-
tor/matrix form, we yield (7) of the main manuscript, i.e.,
∇2γL(γ) = ∇2γEqγ(y)[f(y)]
= Eqγ(y)
[
G
qγ(y)
γ [∇2yf(y)]Gqγ(y)γ T +Hqγ(y)γγ ∇yf(y)
]
,
(26)
where Hqγ(y)γγ is a 3-D tensor with its element
[Hqγ(y)γγ ]b,a,v = g
qγ(yv)
γb ∇yvgqγ(yv)γa +∇γbgqγ(yv)γa , hqγ(yv)γbγa
(27)
and the tensor-vector product Ha outputs a matrix whose
elements [Ha]b,a =
∑
v Hb,a,vav. We name h
qγ(yv)
γbγa
the variable-hess, because of its intuitive meaning of
the second-order “derivative” of a RV yv wrt parameters
{γa, γb}.
B.2 GO Hessian in single-layer/leaf discrete settings
Next we derive the GO Hessian in single-layer or leaf
discrete settings, where y has discrete components yv.
6If yv is rep, that denominator is canceled exactly, reducing
GO gradient to the Rep (see Lemma 1 of [13])
Recall that the GO gradient [13] for (23) is now defined
as
∇γaL(γ) = ∇γaEqγ(y)[f(y)] = Eqγ(y)
[
Gqγ(y)γa Dyf(y)
]
= Eqγ(y)
[∑
v
gqγ(yv)γa Dyvf(y)
]
,
(28)
where Dyvf(y) , f(yv+) − f(y) with yv+ ,
[· · · , yv−1, yv + 1, yv+1, · · · ]T .
Similarly, based on the GO gradient, we yield
∇2γbγaL(γ) = ∇γbEqγ(y)
[∑
v
gqγ(yv)γa Dyvf(y)
]
= Eqγ(y)
 ∑k gqγ(yk)γb Dyk
[∑
v
gqγ(yv)γa Dyvf(y)
]
+∇γb
∑
v
gqγ(yv)γa Dyvf(y)

= Eqγ(y)

∑
k
gqγ(yk)γb
 ∑v 6=k gqγ(yv)γa D2ykyvf(y)
+ Dyk
[
gqγ(yk)γa Dykf(y)
]

+
∑
v
[∇γbgqγ(yv)γa ]Dyvf(y)

= Eqγ(y)

∑
k
gqγ(yk)γb
 ∑v gqγ(yv)γa D2ykyvf(y)
+ [Dykgqγ(yk)γa ]Dykf(y
k+)

+
∑
v
[∇γbgqγ(yv)γa ]Dyvf(y)

= Eqγ(y)

Gqγ(y)γb [D
2
yf(y)]G
qγ(y)
γa
T+
+
∑
v
[
gqγ(yv)γb [Dyvg
qγ(yv)
γa ]Dyvf(y
v+)
+ [∇γbgqγ(yv)γa ]Dyvf(y)
] ,
(29)
which is quite similar to that for continuous y (see (25)).
The slight difference originates from that, for discrete x,
Dx[f(x)g(x)] = f(x+ 1)g(x+ 1)− f(x)g(x)
= f(x+ 1)g(x+ 1)− f(x+ 1)g(x)
+ f(x+ 1)g(x)− f(x)g(x)
= f(x+ 1)Dxg(x) + g(x)Dxf(x)
6= f(x)Dxg(x) + g(x)Dxf(x),
(30)
which results in
Dyk
[
gqγ(yk)γa Dykf(y)
]
=
[
Dykf(y)
]
yk=yk+1
[Dykgqγ(yk)γa ] + g
qγ(yk)
γa Dyk [Dykf(y)]
=[Dykf(yk+)][Dykgqγ(yk)γa ] + g
qγ(yk)
γa D
2
yk
f(y).
(31)
Rewriting equation (29) into the vector/matrix form, we
have (10) of the main manuscript as
∇2γL(γ) = ∇γEqγ(y)
[
G
qγ(y)
γ Dyf(y)
]
= Eqγ(y)
[
G
qγ(y)
γ [D2yf(y)]G
qγ(y)
γ
T +Hqγ(y)γγ Dyf(y)
]
,
(32)
where Hqγ (y)γγ Dyf(y) represents a matrix with its elements
[
H
qγ (y)
γγ Dyf(y)
]
b,a
=
∑
v
[
[gqγ(yv)γb Dyvg
qγ(yv)
γa ]Dyvf(y
v+)
+ [∇γbgqγ(yv)γa ]Dyvf(y)
]
.
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In fact, there is an alternative expression that also deliv-
ers an unbiased estimation of ∇2γL(γ) for discrete RVs,
because
Dyk
[
gqγ(yk)γa Dykf(y)
]
=[gqγ(yk)γa ]yk=yk+1Dyk [Dykf(y)] + [Dykf(y)][Dykg
qγ(yk)
γa ]
=[gqγ(yk)γa ]yk=yk+1D
2
yk
f(y) + [Dykgqγ(yk)γa ][Dykf(y)].
(33)
In practice, which one to choose may be dependent on the
ease of implementation. We leave that for future research.
Note the Abel transformation (used to derive the GO
gradient for discrete RVs [13]) is quite similar to the
integration-by-parts (foundation of the GO gradient for
continuous RVs). It’s highly possible that the GO gradient
for discrete RVs may share properties of the Reparam-
eterization gradient (a special case of the GO gradient
for continuous reparameterizable RVs), such as the vari-
ance characteristics discussed in Section D.1 of [38] or
the relationship between smoothness and MC variance
discussed in Figure 3 of [34]. Rigorous discussions are
left for future research.
B.3 GO Hessian for stochastic computation graphs
with continuous internal nodes and
continuous/discrete leaves
For better understanding of the derivations, we proceed
by first talking about the two-layer simplified settings to
introduce main patterns of our GO Hessian; we then lever-
age those patterns to generalize the derivations to deep
settings with stochastic computation graphs (with contin-
uous rep/non-rep internal nodes and continuous/discrete
leaves).
B.3.1 Two-layer settings
Assume qγ(y) = qγ1(y1)qγ2(y2|y1) with y ={y1,y2}, γ = {γ1,γ2}, and conditional indepen-
dence, i.e., qγ1(y1) =
∏
v qγ1(yv) and qγ2(y2|y1) =∏
v′ qγ2(yv′ |y1). The internal RV y1 is continuous, while
the leaf RV y2 could be either continuous or discrete.
For simpler derivations, we also assume continuous leaf
RV y2 below, because the expression for where with dis-
crete leaves is similar (see (26) and (32)) and the general-
ization is straightforward. The objective is
L(γ) = Eqγ1 (y1)qγ2 (y2|y1)[f(y1,y2)]. (34)
Following the above derivations in single-layer settings,
it’s straight-forward to show the expressions related to the
continuous leave RV y2, i.e.,
∇γ2L(γ) = Eqγ1 (y1)
[∇γ2Eqγ2 (y2|y1)[f(y1,y2)]]
= Eqγ(y)
[
G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
γ2 ∇y2f(y1,y2)
]
∇2γ2L(γ) = Eqγ1 (y1)
[
∇2γ2Eqγ2 (y2|y1)[f(y1,y2)]
]
= Eqγ(y)
Gqγ2 (y2|y1)γ2 [∇2y2f(y1,y2)]Gqγ2 (y2|y1)γ2 T
+H
qγ2 (y2|y1)
γ2γ2 ∇y2f(y1,y2)

(35)
One can readily get the expression for discrete y2 by
comparing (26) and (32).
Next, we focus on the derivations related to the param-
eters γ1 of the internal RV y1, i.e., ∇2γ1L(γ), and the
derivations related to the correlation between γ1 and γ2,
i.e.,∇2γ1γ2L(γ).
On ∇2γ1L(γ), we have
∇γ1L(γ) = Eqγ1 (y1)
[
G
qγ1 (y1)
γ1 ∇y1Eqγ2 (y2|y1)[f(y1,y2)]
]
= Eqγ(y)
[
G
qγ1 (y1)
γ1
[
G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1 ∇y2f(y1,y2)
+∇y1f(y1,y2)
]]
(36)
and
∇2γ1L(γ) = Eqγ1 (y1)
Gqγ1 (y1)γ1 [∇2y1Eqγ2 (y2|y1)[f(y1,y2)]]Gqγ1 (y1)γ1 T
+H
qγ1 (y1)
γ1γ1 ∇y1Eqγ2 (y2|y1)[f(y1,y2)]

= Eqγ1 (y1)

G
qγ1 (y1)
γ1
[
∇y1Eqγ2 (y2|y1)
[
G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1 ∇y2f(y1,y2)
+∇y1f(y1,y2)
]]
G
qγ1 (y1)
γ1
T
+H
qγ1 (y1)
γ1γ1 Eqγ2 (y2|y1)
[
G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1 ∇y2f(y1,y2)
+∇y1f(y1,y2)
]

= Eqγ(y)

G
qγ1 (y1)
γ1

G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1 [∇2y2f(y1,y2)]G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1
T
+H
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1y1 ∇y2f(y1,y2)
+ G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1 ∇y2∇y1f(y1,y2)
+ [∇2y1y2f(y1,y2)]G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1
T
+∇2y1f(y1,y1)

G
qγ1 (y1)
γ1
T
+H
qγ1 (y1)
γ1γ1
[
G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1 ∇y2 [f(y1,y2)]
+∇y1f(y1,y2)
]

(37)
For better understanding, consider the deterministic opti-
mization with objective
Lˆ(γ) = f [yˆ1(γ1), yˆ2(γ2, yˆ1(γ1))] (38)
which is a special case of (34) with qγ1(y1) = δ(y1 −
yˆ1(γ1)) and qγ2(y2|y1) = δ(y2−yˆ2(γ2, yˆ1(γ1))). For
that deterministic objective, its Hessian wrt γ1 is
∇2γ1Lˆ(γ) =
[∇γ1 yˆ1]

[∇yˆ1 yˆ2][∇2yˆ2f ][∇yˆ1 yˆ2]T
+ [∇2yˆ1 yˆ2][∇yˆ2f ]
+ [∇yˆ1 yˆ2][∇2yˆ2yˆ1f ]
+ [∇2yˆ1yˆ2f ][∇yˆ1 yˆ2]T
+∇2yˆ1f

[∇γ1 yˆ1]T
+ [∇2γ1 yˆ1]
[
[∇yˆ1 yˆ2][∇yˆ2f ] +∇yˆ1f
]

(39)
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which clearly shows the same patterns as (37), verify-
ing the facts that (i) Gqγ(y)γ /Hqγ(y)γγ can be intuitively
interpreted as the “gradient”/“Hessian” of the RV y wrt
parameters γ and (ii) GO gradient/Hessian acts in expec-
tation the same as their deterministic counterpart, GO
gradient/Hessian i.e., in expectation obeys the chain rule.
We then consider the correlation between γ1 and γ2, i.e.,∇2γ1γ2L(γ) = ∇2γ2γ1L(γ).
Based on (36), we have
∇2γ2γ1L(γ) = Eqγ1 (y1)
[
∇γ2Eqγ2 (y2|y1)
[
G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1 ∇y2f(y1,y2)
+∇y1f(y1,y2)
]
G
qγ1 (y1)
γ1
T
]
= Eqγ(y)

G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
γ2 ∇y2
[
G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1 ∇y2f(y1,y2)
+∇y1f(y1,y2)
]
G
qγ1 (y1)
γ1
T
+∇γ2
[
G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1 ∇y2f(y1,y2)
+∇y1f(y1,y2)
]
G
qγ1 (y1)
γ1
T

= Eqγ(y)


G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
γ2 [∇2y2f(y1,y2)]G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1
T
+ G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
γ2 [∇y2G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1 ]∇y2f(y1,y2)
+ G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
γ2 ∇2y2y1f(y1,y2)
+ [∇γ2G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1 ]∇y2f(y1,y2)
G
qγ1 (y1)
γ1
T

= Eqγ(y)


G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
γ2 [∇2y2f(y1,y2)]G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
y1
T
+H
qγ2 (y2|y1)
γ2y1 ∇y2f(y1,y2)
+ G
qγ2 (y2|y1)
γ2 ∇2y2y1f(y1,y2)
Gqγ1 (y1)γ1 T
 .
(40)
Similarly, one can also draw parallel comparisons with the
corresponding counterpart of the deterministic objective
in (38), where
∇2γ2γ1Lˆ(γ)
=


[∇γ2 yˆ2][∇2yˆ2f ][∇yˆ1 yˆ2]T
+ [∇2γ2yˆ1 yˆ2][∇yˆ2f ]
+ [∇γ2 yˆ2][∇2yˆ2yˆ1f ]
 [∇γ1 yˆ1]T
 . (41)
The same patterns (or correspondences) are observed.
By parallel comparing ∇2γ2L(γ), ∇2γ1L(γ), and
∇2γ2γ1L(γ) (in (35), (37), and (40), respectively) with
their deterministic counterparts (in (9) of the main
manuscript, (39), and (41), respectively), it’s clear that
the same consistent patterns are observed, i.e., the GO
gradient/Hessian in expectation acts the same as the deter-
ministic gradient/Hessian to obey the chain rule.
B.3.2 Deeper settings with stochastic computation
graphs with continuous internal nodes
To explicitly derive the Hessian of expectation-based ob-
jectives over stochastic computation graphs (like the ex-
ample illustrated in Figure 2(a) of the main manuscript)
is cumbersome, because of the huge amount of combina-
tions among the parameters of each RV node.
Fortunately, we find that, based on the above (34) and the
assumption that y2 is continuous, one can readily derive
all the second-order derivatives for where f(y1,y2) =
Eqγ3 (y3|y1,y2)[f¯(y1,y2,y3)]. The key is to recursively
reuse two building blocks, i.e., the single-layer GO gra-
dient in (3) and the single-layer GO Hessian in (7) of
the main manuscript. The detailed derivations are left
to the readers. The same consistent patterns as those
in the previous Section B.3.1 will be observed, i.e., the
GO gradient/Hessian in expectation acts the same as the
deterministic gradient/Hessian.
So forth to recursively add new continuous internal RV
nodes until continuous/discrete leaf nodes, one may “gen-
erate” a stochastic computation graph and simultane-
ously prove via mathematical induction that the GO gradi-
ent/Hessian in expectation obeys the chain rule, acting the
same as the deterministic gradient/Hessian, for stochastic
computation graphs with continuous internal nodes and
continuous/discrete leaves.
For practical implementation, one merely needs to
make sure correct variable-nabla/variable-hess as the
first-order/second-order derivatives for each node of the
stochastic graph, with the approach shown in Figure 2(b)
of the main manuscript, to deliver easy-to-use exploita-
tion (via AD and HVP) of the GO Hessian over stochastic
graphs with continuous internal nodes.
B.3.3 One-sample/Multi-sample estimation of GO
Hessian
Note the one-sample term of the GO gradient/Hessian
doesn’t mean one data sample.
By referring to Algorithm 1 of the main manuscript, the
one-sample term means one sample yi stochastically acti-
vated for each xi from qγt(y|xi); in other words, the one-
sample (multi-sample) estimation means a single glance
(multiple glances) of the information of parameters γt.
It’s important to note that the one-sample term of GO
gradient/Hessian and the batch size Ng/NH (the num-
ber of used data samples xi) are two entirely orthogonal
dimensions.
By default, we utilize one-sample estimation of the GO
gradient/Hessian, because both of its low empirical vari-
ance and the common practice of one-sample-based train-
ing [27, 53, 13].
Despite that, one can of course leverage multiple MC
samples (i.e., multiple yi (multiple glances of parameters
γt) for each xi) to achieve multi-sample estimation for
lower variance. The multi-sample estimation of GO gra-
dient/Hessian can be straight-forwardly implemented via
multiple parallel forward/backward passes.
B.4 GO Hessian contains the deterministic Hessian
as a special case
It’s shown in Table 3 of [13] (refer to Appendix C therein)
that, for a special qγ(y) = δ(y − µ) with γ = {µ}, the
variable-nabla
gqγ(y)µ =
−∇µQγ(y)
qγ(y)
= 1. (42)
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Next, we employ the notations from Section B and point
out first that conditional independence is satisfied, i.e.,
qγ1(y1) = δ(y1 − yˆ1(γ1))
=
∏
v
δ(y1v − yˆ1v(γ1)) =
∏
v
qγ1(y1v)
(43)
and
qγ2(y2|y1) = δ(y2 − yˆ2(γ2, yˆ1(γ1)))
=
∏
k
δ(y2k − yˆ2k(γ2, yˆ1(γ1))) =
∏
k
qγ2(y2k|y1).
(44)
Based on (42), taking qγ1(y1) as example, it’s easy to
show
g
qγ1 (y1v)
γ1 = [∇γ1 yˆ1v]g
qγ1 (y1v)
yˆ1v
= ∇γ1 yˆ1v
∇y1vgqγ1 (y1v)γ1 = ∇y1v [∇γ1 yˆ1v] = 0
∇γ1g
qγ1 (y1v)
γ1 = ∇γ1 [∇γ1 yˆ1v] = ∇2γ1 yˆ1v.
(45)
Accordingly, substituting them to the definition of
G
qγ1 (y1)
γ1 and H
qγ1 (y1)
γ1γ1 , we yield
G
qγ1 (y1)
γ1 = ∇γ1 yˆ1
H
qγ1 (y1)
γ1γ1 = ∇2γ1 yˆ1.
(46)
Similar derivations can be readily verified for other
variable-nabla/variable-hess used in calculating
∇2γ2L(γ), ∇2γ1L(γ), ∇2γ2γ1L(γ), and, more generally,
the components of the GO Hessian of stochastic computa-
tion graphs with continuous internal nodes. To conclude,
the GO Hessian contains the deterministic Hessian as a
special case.
C Demonstrating the low variance of the
GO Hessian
We demonstrate the low variance of our GO Hessian with
two representative/challenging examples, i.e., continuous
non-rep gamma RVs and discrete negative binomial (NB)
RVs.
As variational inference (VI) is one of the closest related
research fields, we adopt the terminology therein for better
presentation.
With x and z denoting the observation and latent code,
respectively, VI trains a variational posterior qφ(z|x) to
approximate the true underlying posterior p(z|x) via max-
imizing the ELBO,
ELBO(φ) = Eqφ(z|x) [log p(x, z)− log qφ(z|x)]
= Eqφ(z|x) [log p(z|x)− log qφ(z|x) + log p(x)]
= −KL[qφ(z|x)||p(z|x)] + log p(x),
(47)
which is equivalent to minimizing the reverse KL diver-
gence between qφ(z|x) and p(z|x), i.e.,
min
φ
KL[qφ(z|x)||p(z|x)] = Eqφ(z|x)
[
log
qφ(z|x)
p(z|x)
]
.
(48)
C.1 Gamma example
We assume an analytic posterior gamma distribution
p(z|x) = Gam(αp, βp), where αp = 10, βp = 10
are predefined, and specify the variational posterior
qφ(z|x) = Gam(αq, βq) with learnable φ = {αq, βq}
to approximate p(z|x), via minimizing the reverse KL in
(48) directly.
For demonstration, we compare the proposed GO Hes-
sian to the naive log-trick estimation, implemented as
in (7) and (6) of the main manuscript, respectively. For
implementation details, please see Section F.
Other experimental settings are listed as follows. One
Monte Carlo (MC) sample is used to estimate our GO
Hessian (termed GO Hessian) and the log-trick estima-
tion (termed log-trick). We test both estimators within
the region of αq ∈ [7, 13], βq ∈ [7, 13]. To measure
the variance of the estimators, we use the Hessian er-
ror defined as ‖Hesti(αq, βq)−Htrue(αq, βq)‖Fro, where
Hesti(αq, βq)/Htrue(αq, βq) denotes the estimated/true
Hessian at location (αq, βq) and ‖H‖Fro is the Frobenius
norm of the matrix H.
C.2 NB example
Following most settings from the above gamma example,
we employ the true NB posterior p(z|x) = NB(rp, pp)
with rp = 10, pp = 0.5 and specify the variational poste-
rior qφ(z|x) = NB(rq, pq) with learnable φ = {rq, pq}
to approximate p(z|x), via minimizing the reverse KL
in (48) directly. Implementation details are provided in
Section G.
One MC sample is used to estimate our GO Hessian
(termed GO Hessian) and the log-trick estimation (termed
log-trick). Both estimators are tested within the region
of rq ∈ [7, 13], pq ∈ [0.35, 0.65]. The true Hessian
Htrue(rq, pq) of the reverse KL objective is estimated with
20,000 MC samples.
C.3 On the log-trick estimation with control
variates
Following [13], we compare our Monte Carlo estima-
tor (the GO Hessian) to the log-trick estimation without
control variates, under the settings of one-sample-based
estimation. Other concerns motivating the experimental
setup of Figure 1 as listed as follows.
(i) Leveraging additional control variates for the log-trick
estimation may compromise the fairness when compar-
ing the two Monte Carlo estimators (i.e., the log-trick
estimation and the proposed GO Hessian).
(ii) Under the settings of one-sample-based estimation
(appealing in practice and likely to be the common prac-
tice in variational inference and reinforcement learning),
it’s not straight-forward to design a control variate for the
log-trick estimation, because
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• it’s clear that a variance reduction baseline (i.e.,
the sample average) is not applicable for one-
sample-based estimation;
• since only Hessian estimation is of interest, run-
ning average (often used when training with the
log-trick estimation) is not an option as there is
no running at all.
(iii) Exhaustive empirical experience has shown that the
log-trick gradient estimator (or the REINFORCE), even
with powerful control variates, is unlikely to work as well
as the reparameterization (Rep) gradient (a special case of
the GO gradient) in practice where the Rep is applicable.
Double application of the log-trick (the log-trick Hessian
estimation) is likely to further worsen the situation.
The experimental results are given in Figure 1 of the main
manuscript, from where it’s clear that GO Hessian has a
much lower variance than that of the log-trick estimation
in both examples.
D Subsolvers of the SCR-GO in Algorithm
1 of the main manuscript
Algorithm 2 Cubic-Subsolver via Gradient Descent
Input: g, H[·], tolerance .
Rc ← −g
TH[g]
ρ‖g‖2 +
√[
gTH[g]
ρ‖g‖2
]2
+ 2‖g‖ρ
∆← −Rc g‖g‖
if ‖g‖ ≤ l2/ρ then
σ ← c′
√
ρ
l , η =
1
20l
g˜ ← g + σζ for ζ ∼ Unif(Sd−1)
for t = 1, · · · , T () do
∆←∆− η(g˜ + H[∆] + ρ2‖∆‖∆)
∆← gT∆ + 12∆TH[∆] + ρ6‖∆‖3
Output: ∆,∆
Unif(Sd−1) denotes the uniform distribution on the unit
sphere in Rd.
Algorithm 3 Cubic-Finalsolver via Gradient Descent
Input: g, H[·], tolerance .
∆← 0, gm ← g, η ← 120l
while ‖gm‖ > 2 do
∆←∆− ηgm
gm ← g + H[∆] + ρ2‖∆‖∆
Output: ∆
E Convergence analysis of Algorithm 1
Assumption 1. The function L(γ) has:
• l-Lipschitz gradients: for all γ1 and γ2,
‖∇L(γ1)−∇L(γ2)‖ ≤ l‖γ1 − γ2‖;
• ρ-Lipschitz Hessians: for all γ1 and γ2,∥∥∇2L(γ1)−∇2L(γ2)∥∥ ≤ ρ‖γ1 − γ2‖.
Assumption 2. The function L(γ) = Eqγ(y)[f(y)] has
• for all γ,
∥∥∥Dˆqγf(y)−∇L(γ)∥∥∥ ≤M1 a.s.;
• for all γ,
∥∥∥Hˆqγf(y)−∇2L(γ)∥∥∥ ≤M2 a.s.
Theorem 1. There exists an absolute constant c such that
if L(γ) satisfies Assumptions 1 and 2, Cubic-Subsolver(
g˜t, H˜t[·], 
)
satisfies Condition 1 in [47] with c,
n1 ≥ max
(
M1
c
,
σ21
c22
)
log
(
d
√
ρ∆L
1.5δc
)
,
and n2 ≥ max
(
M2
c
√
ρ
,
σ22
c2ρ
)
log
(
d
√
ρ∆L
1.5δc
)
,
then for all δ > 0, ∆L ≥ L(γ0) and sufficiently small
 ≤ min
(
σ21
c1M1
,
σ42
c22M
2
2 ρ
)
, Algorithm 1 will output an -
second-order point of L with the probability at least 1− δ
within
O˜
(√
ρ∆L
1.5
(
σ21
2
+
σ22
ρ
· T ()
))
(49)
total stochastic gradient and HVP evaluations.
Proof. The proof is almost the same as Theorem 1 in [47]
and the only difference lies in the concentration conditions.
It is easy to prove that
‖g˜t −∇L(γt)‖ ≤ c1 · ,
∀v, ‖
(
H˜t −∇2L(γt)
)
v‖ ≤ c2 · √ρ‖v‖.
hold for sufficiently small c1, c2.
Instead of the parameterization of shape α and rate β for
gamma distribution, a different parameterization is used
below, that is, the shape k = α and the scale θ = 1β .
Theorem 2. Consider L(γ) = KL(qγ , p), where
p(·) and qγ(·) are two gamma distributions:
qγ(y) = Gam (y;kq,θq) , p(y) = Gam (y;kp,θp), if
kp,kq,θp,θq are bounded constants, then Algorithm 1
will output an -second order point of L.
Proof. Loss function can be written in the explicit form:
L(γ) = KL (qγ , p)
= (kq − kp)ψ(0)(kq)− log Γ (kq)
+ log Γ (kp) + kp (log θp − log θq) + kq θq − θp
θp
.
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Take derivatives with respect to the parameters of qγ(·):
∂kqL(γ) = ψ(0)(kq)− (kq − kp)ψ(1)(kq)− ψ(0)(kq)
+
θq − θp
θp
∂θqL(γ) =
kp
θq
+
kq
θp
,
By triangle inequation∥∥∂kqL(γ)− ∂kqL(γ˜)∥∥
≤
∥∥∥ψ(0)(kq)− ψ(0)(k˜q)∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥kqψ(1)(kq)− k˜qψ(1)(k˜q)∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥kp (ψ(1)(kq)− ψ(1)(k˜q))∥∥∥
+
∥∥∥ψ(1)(kq)− ψ(1)(k˜q)∥∥∥∥∥∂θqL(γ)− ∂θqL(γ˜)∥∥
≤
∥∥∥∥∥kp
(
1
θq
− 1
θ˜q
)∥∥∥∥∥+
∥∥∥∥∥kq − k˜qθp
∥∥∥∥∥
(50)
Estimating each term:∥∥∥ψ(0)(kq)− ψ(0)(k˜q)∥∥∥ ≤ ∥∥∥ψ(1)(kˆq)∥∥∥∥∥∥kq − k˜q∥∥∥
≤ψ(1)(kq)
∥∥∥kq − k˜q∥∥∥∥∥∥kp (ψ(1)(kq)− ψ(1)(k˜q))∥∥∥+ ∥∥∥ψ(1)(kq)− ψ(1)(k˜q)∥∥∥
≤ (kp + 1) ‖ψ(2)(kˆq)‖‖kq − k˜q‖
≤ − (kp + 1)ψ(2)(kq)‖kq − k˜q‖∥∥∥kqψ(1)(kq)− k˜qψ(1)(k˜q)∥∥∥
≤
∥∥∥kˆqψ(2)(kˆq) + ψ(1)(kˆq)∥∥∥∥∥∥kq − k˜q∥∥∥
≤
(
−k˜qψ(2)(kq) + ψ(1)(kq)
)∥∥∥kq − k˜q∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥kp
(
1
θq
− 1
θ˜q
)∥∥∥∥∥ = kpθqθ˜q
∥∥∥θq − θ˜q∥∥∥ ≤ kp
θ2q
∥∥∥θq − θ˜q∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥kq − k˜qθp
∥∥∥∥∥ = 1θp
∥∥∥kq − k˜q∥∥∥
Combining these terms into (50), we have:∥∥∂kqL(γ)− ∂kqL(γ˜)∥∥
≤
[
2ψ(1)(kq)−
(
kp + 1 + k˜q
)
ψ(2)(kq)
]
‖γ − γ˜‖∥∥∂θqL(γ)− ∂θqL(γ˜)∥∥
≤
(
kp
θ2q
+
1
θp
)
‖γ − γ˜‖
When kp,kq,θp,θq are bounded constants, L(γ) satis-
fies the gradient Lipschitz condition.The Hessian Lips-
chitz condition can be verified in the same fashion.
F Implementing GO gradient/Hessian for
gamma RVs
Recall that the GO gradient and GO Hessian for single-
layer continuous RVs are defined as
∇γEqγ(y)[f(y)] = Eqγ(y)
[
G
qγ(y)
γ ∇yf(y)
]
∇2γEqγ(y)[f(y)] = Eqγ(y)
[
G
qγ(y)
γ [∇2yf(y)]Gqγ(y)γ T
+Hqγ(y)γγ ∇yf(y)
]
(51)
where Gqγ(y)γ =
[ · · · , gqγ(yv)γ , · · · ] with variable-
nabla gqγ(yv)γ , −1qγ(yv)∇γQγ(yv) and H
qγ(y)
γγ is a 3-
D tensor with its elemental definition (Hqγ(y)γγ )b,a,v =
g
qγ(yv)
γb ∇yvgqγ(yv)γa +∇γbgqγ(yv)γa .
It has been shown in Section 3.2 of the main manuscript
that one merely needs to guarantee correct variable-
nabla/variable-hess for each RV node to deliver correct
exploitation via AD of the GO Hessian of a stochastic
computation graph.
Accordingly, we focus on a scalar gamma RV for clarity in
the following derivations. It’s clear from both definitions
in (51) that three basic terms are necessary to calculate
the GO gradient/Hessian for a scalar continuous RV y ∼
qγ(y), that is
g
qγ(y)
γ ,∇ygqγ(y)γ ,∇γgqγ(y)γ . (52)
For simplicity, we first notice that a gamma RV yˆ ∼
Gam(α, β), with shape α and rate β, has the reparame-
terization yˆ = y/β, y ∼ Gam(α, 1), with which β can
be reparameterized to enable AD for exploiting the corre-
sponding derivatives.
Therefore, we only need to deal with the challenging non-
rep part of back-propagating (twice) through the Gamma
RV y ∼ qα(y) = Gam(α, 1); accordingly, that three
basic terms become
gqα(y)α ,∇ygqα(y)α ,∇αgqα(y)α . (53)
With references from wolfram functions (mostly from
http://functions.wolfram.com/GammaBetaErf/
Gamma2/20/01/01/ and http://functions.
wolfram.com/GammaBetaErf/Gamma2/20/01/02/)
and tedious derivations, we have
gqα(y)α
= [gqα(y)α ]L ,
 − [log z − ψ(α)] γ(α, z)zα−1e−z
+
zez
α2
2F2(α, α;α+ 1, α+ 1;−z)

= [gqα(y)α ]R ,
1
zα−1e−z
[
[log z − ψ(α)]Γ(α, z)
+G3,02,3(z|1,10,0,α)
]
,
(54)
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where [·]L and [·]R represent two equivalent cal-
culations for the same term (with different prop-
erties as detailed below), ψ(α) is the digamma
function, γ(α, y) the lower incomplete gamma
function, pFq(a1, · · · , ap; b1, · · · , bq;x) is the general-
ized hypergeometric function http://functions.
wolfram.com/HypergeometricFunctions/
HypergeometricPFQ/, andGm,np,q (x|a1,··· ,an,an+1,··· ,apb1,··· ,bm,bm+1,··· ,bq )
is the Meijer G-function http://functions.wolfram.
com/HypergeometricFunctions/MeijerG/,
∇ygqα(y)α
= [∇ygqα(y)α ]L ,

[ψ(α)− log z] + y − α+ 1
y
×
 [ψ(α)− log z] γ(α, z)zα−1e−z+
zez
α2
2F2(α, α;α+ 1, α+ 1;−z)


= [∇ygqα(y)α ]R ,

[ψ(α)− log z] + 1
zα−1e−z
y − α+ 1
y
×
[
[log z − ψ(α)]Γ(α, z)
+G3,02,3(z|1,10,0,α)
]
 ,
(55)
where Γ(α, y) the upper incomplete gamma function, and
∇αgqα(y)α
= [∇αgqα(y)α ]L ,

ψ(1)(α)
γ(α, z)
zα−1e−z
+ [log z − ψ(α)]
× ze
z
α2
2F2(α, α;α+ 1, α+ 1;−z)
− 2ze
z
α3
3F3(α, α, α;α+ 1, α+ 1, α+ 1;−z)

= [∇αgqα(y)α ]R ,
1
zα−1e−z

− ψ(1)(α)Γ(α, z)
− [ψ(α)− log z]G3,02,3(z|1,10,0,α)
+ 2G4,03,4(z|1,1,10,0,0,α)
 ,
(56)
where ψ(m)(x) is the polygamma function of order m
with ψ(0)(x) = ψ(x).
Since existing AD softwares do not support the calcula-
tion of the above special functions like the generalized
hypergeometric function or the Meijer G-function, we
practically resort to the mpmath library [24] for help,
which is developed for real and complex floating-point
arithmetic with arbitrary precision and provides supports
for those special functions of interest.
Based on the mpmath library, one can calculate the equiv-
alent [·]L and [·]R forms for the three items in (53). How-
ever in practice, we empirically find that the [·]L forms
are more computationally efficient (about 20 times faster
than the [·]R forms with mpmath) with its reliability fo-
cusing on the left side, i.e., y ≤ yL (with yL being some
threshold, as shown in Figure 5), for a specific α and
a given computational precision; while the [·]R forms
run slower (probably because of the Meijer G-function)
with its reliability focusing on the right side i.e., y ≥ yR
for some threshold yR (see Figure 5). An example for
α = 100 and a mpmath decimal precision of mp.dps=15
is given in Figure 5. One can of course set a better preci-
sion to make both forms more reliable but with additional
computational cost, for example setting mp.dps=50 will
“correct” the [·]L forms to align them to the green true
values in the tested region. We empirically found that
mp.dps=50 achieves a proper compromise; accordingly,
we use mp.dps=50 in all our experiments. Considering
the efficiency of the [·]L forms and their reliability after
setting mp.dps=50, we used them instead of the [·]R forms
in our implementation.
Having solved the above three basic terms in (53), we
empirically found another precision issue for practically
implementations, relating to back-propagating through
y for small α. That issue originates from the fact that
a gamma RV sample would be exponentially close to
zero with the decreasing of its shape α (with rate β =
1). For example, when α = 0.1, a sample y would be
7.3540 × 10−66, while for α = 0.01, y can approach
the precision limit of 2.2251 × 10−308. For practical
calculations where a term 1y2 emerges (like in calculating
the gradient of the reverse KL divergence of two gamma
distributions as in (48)), precision overflow would happen,
leading to training error. Therefore, in practice we use
the data type of 64-bit floating point (i.e., torch.float64 in
PyTorch), constraint α ≥ 0.05, and truncate the gamma
sample y ≥ 10−120 for safe training.
G Implementing GO gradient/Hessian for
negative binomial RVs
Recall that the GO gradient and GO Hessian for single-
layer/leaf discrete RVs are defined as
∇γEqγ(y)[f(y)] = Eqγ(y)
[
G
qγ(y)
γ Dyf(y)
]
∇2γEqγ(y)[f(y)] = Eqγ(y)
Gqγ(y)γ [D2yf(y)]Gqγ(y)γ T
+Hqγ(y)γγ Dyf(y)

(57)
where Gqγ(y)γ =
[ · · · , gqγ(yv)γ , · · · ] with variable-nabla
g
qγ(yv)
γ , −1qγ(yv)∇γQγ(yv) and H
qγ (y)
γγ Dyf(y) represents
a matrix with its elements[
H
qγ (y)
γγ Dyf(y)
]
b,a
=
∑
v
[
[gqγ(yv)γb Dyvg
qγ(yv)
γa ]Dyvf(y
v+)
+ [∇γbgqγ(yv)γa ]Dyvf(y)
]
.
Based on Section 3.2 of the main manuscript, we only
needs to guarantee correct variable-nabla/variable-hess
for each RV node to deliver correct exploitation via AD
of the GO Hessian of a stochastic computation graph.
Accordingly, we focus on a scalar negative binomial (NB)
RV for clarity in the following derivations.
In addition to the f -related calculations, to calculate the
GO gradient/Hessian for a discrete NB RV y ∼ qα(y) =
NB(r, p) = Γ(y+r)y!Γ(r) (1−p)rpy with the number of failures
r, the success probability p, and the distribution parame-
tersα = {r, p}, three groups of basic terms are necessary,
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Figure 5: Demonstrating the reliability of three [·]L and [·]R forms for a gamma RV with α = 100 and β = 1 with default mpmath
decimal precision (mp.dps=15). [·]L/[·]R is more reliable in the left/right. For reference, the black lines show the rescaled gamma PDF,
i.e., cqα(y) with some constant c. By setting a better precision (i.e., mp.dps=50), one can “correct” the [·]L terms to align with the true
values (the green lines) in the tested region. Note empirically, the [·]L terms run about 20 times faster than the [·]R ones. By referring to
the rescaled gamma distribution, it is clear that setting mp.dps=50 would make the [·]L terms reliable in practice.
that is,
{gqα(y)r , gqα(y)p },
{Dygqα(y)r ,Dygqα(y)p },
{∇rgqα(y)r ,∇pgqα(y)r ,∇rgqα(y)p ,∇pgqα(y)p }.
(58)
With references from wolfram functions (mostly from
http://functions.wolfram.com/GammaBetaErf/
BetaRegularized/20/01/01/, http://functions.
wolfram.com/GammaBetaErf/BetaRegularized/
20/01/02/, and http://functions.
wolfram.com/HypergeometricFunctions/
HypergeometricPFQRegularized/26/01/01/)
and tedious derivations, we have
gqα(y)r = (y + r)
 −
(
log(1− p)− ψ(r)
+ ψ(r + y + 1)
)
B1−p(r, y + 1)
(1− p)rpy
+
3F2(r, r,−y; r + 1, r + 1, 1− p)
pyr2

gqα(y)r =
y + r
1− p ,
(59)
where ψ(·) is the digamma function, B1−p(r, y + 1) the
incomplete gamma function http://functions.
wolfram.com/GammaBetaErf/Beta3/, and
pFq(a1, · · · , ap; b1, · · · , bq;x) is the generalized
hypergeometric function http://functions.
wolfram.com/HypergeometricFunctions/
HypergeometricPFQ/.
Based on (59), it’s straight-forward to calculate
{Dygqα(y)r ,Dygqα(y)p }. (60)
Further leveraging the references from http:
//functions.wolfram.com/GammaBetaErf/
BetaRegularized/20/01/02/0002/ and
∂2Iz(a, b)
∂z∂a
=
∂2Iz(a, b)
∂a∂z
=
za−1(1− z)b−1
B(a, b)
[
log z − ψ(a) + ψ(a+ b)
]
,
where Iz(a, b) is the regularized incomplete beta function
http://functions.wolfram.com/GammaBetaErf/
BetaRegularized/ and B(a, b) is the beta function, we
yield
∇rgqα(y)r =
 − ( log(1− p)− ψ(r) + ψ(r + z + 1))
+ (z + r)
(
ψ(1)(r)− ψ(1)(r + z + 1))
 B1−p(r, y + 1)
(1− p)rpy
+
[
1 + (z + r)
( log(1− p)− ψ(r)
+ ψ(r + z + 1)
)]
3F2(r, r,−y; r + 1, r + 1, 1− p)
pyr2
− 2(z + r) 4F3(r, r, r,−y; r + 1, r + 1, r + 1, 1− p)
pyr3

,
(61)
and
∇pgqα(y)r =

− (z + r)( r
1− p −
z
p
)

[
log(1− p)− ψ(r)
+ ψ(r + z + 1)
]
B1−p(r, y + 1)
(1− p)rpy
− 3F2(r, r,−y; r + 1, r + 1, 1− p)
pyr2

+
z + r
1− p
(
log(1− p)− ψ(r) + ψ(r + z + 1)
)

,
(62)
where ψ(m)(·) is the polygamma function of order m.
Finally, based on (59), it’s straight-forward to derive
∇rgqα(y)p =
1
1− p
∇pgqα(y)p =
z + r
(1− p)2
(63)
Collecting the results of (59)-(63), we yield the three
groups of basic terms in (58). By substituting them into
(57), we deliver the GO gradient/Hessian for a discrete
NB (leaf) node.
Because of the involved special functions, we currently
rely on the mpmath library [24] for implementation.
Noticing the similarity between GO Hessian definitions
for continuous and discrete RVs (compare (51) with (57)),
it’s highly possible that an approach (mimicking the one
shown in Figure 2(b) of the main manuscript) can be
developed to enable an easy-to-use implementation via
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Table 1: The number of oracle calls per iteration. Ng/NH
denotes the batch size used to estimate the gradient/Hessian.
Tsub is the number of iterations used in the Cubic-Subsolver of
SCR-GO.
Method SGD Adam SCR-GO
# Oracle Calls Ng Ng Ng +NHTsub
auto-differentiation. However, we consider that beyond
the scope of this paper and leave that for future research.
H Experimental settings
Three methods are compared, i.e., the standard SGD, the
popular adaptive first-order method Adam, and our SCR-
GO. The number of oracle calls per iteration for the com-
pared methods are summarized in Table 1.
We give below more detailed experimental settings, in
additional to what’s given in the main manuscript, for
reproducible research. Code will be available at github.
com/YulaiCong/GOHessian.
H.1 Settings used in Section 5.1
In the α-β space, we parameterize α = softplus(γα) and
β = softplus(γβ), with γ = {γα, γβ} is the trainable
parameters.
One-sample estimation of the GO gradient or GO Hessian
is employed for the compared methods. As no observation
x exists in this experiment (see Algorithm 1 of the main
manuscript), one may interpret all batch sizes to be 1, e.g.,
Ng = NH = 1.
In the α-β space, for SGDα,β , we use the learning
rate of 0.01, which is selected by searching within
{0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1}. For SCR-GOα,β , we use ρ = 5,
T () = 3, and a 0.0001 noise for the cubic sub-problem.
By contrast in the µ-σ space, we parameterize α =
µ2
σ2 , β =
µ
σ2 , with µ = softplus(γµ), σ = softplus(γσ),
and trainable γ = {γµ, γσ}. For SGDµ,σ, we search and
select the learning rate of 0.1. For Adamµ,σ, we use the
learning rate of 1 and the default hyperparameters. For
SCR-GOµ,σ, we use ρ = 0.1 for the cubic sub-problem.
Other parameters are the same with those in the α-β space.
H.2 Settings used in Section 5.2
In this experiment, we adopt a modified MNIST dataset
for demonstration. Specifically, we choose 5 digits per
class to form a new dataset containing only 50 data sam-
ples. The dimensionality of z is set to 20. The soft-
max function is applied to each column of W to make
sure they are located in the simplex. α0 = β0 = 1.{µi,σi} is parameterized as µi = Softplus(γµi) and
σi = Softplus(γσi), with φi = {γµi,γσi} the learnable
parameters associated with the ith observation xi.
Table 2: Neural network architecture of NNµ(x) and NNσ(x).
Layer Output
Linear 20
Softplus(β = 0.05) −
To remove the influence of the second-order optimization
on θ = {W}, we use the same RMSprop optimizer (with
learning rate 0.1) on θ for both Adam and SCR-GO. The
difference between Adam and SCR-GO is that the former
utilizes the Adam optimizer when optimizing over {φi}
while the latter leverages our SCR-GO to train {φi}.
For the Adam optimizer, we search the learning rate
within {0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1} and choose
the best learning rate of 0.1. For our SCR-GO (see Al-
gorithm 1 of the main manuscript), we use ρ = 0.1,
Tsub = 5, and noise 0.01 for the cubic sub-problem. To
solve the cubic sub-problem, instead of using the standard
gradient decent method, we alternatively use the RM-
Sprop optimizer with learning rate 10−2, which empiri-
cally performs better. We use the whole 50 data samples
{xi}, i.e., Ng = NH = 50, with one-sample-estimated
latent codes {zi} to estimate both GO gradient and GO
Hessian (i.e., one-sample estimation). 5 runs based on
different random seeds are used to estimate the error-
bars/variances. Note our SCR-GO could be more efficient
if we use a smaller batch sizeNH to estimate GO Hessian.
H.3 Settings used in Section 5.3
H.3.1 Variational encoder for PFA
Table 2 shows the network architecture used to parameter-
ize both NNµ(x) and NNσ(x).
In this experiment, we adopt joint learning for {θ,φ}
to test our SCR-GO in a more practical setup, as joint
learning is more commonly used than the alternate op-
timization considered in Section H.2 (or Section 5.2 of
the main manuscript). One-sample estimation of the GO
gradient or GO Hessian is employed for the compared
methods.
For the Adam optimizer, we search the learning rate
within {0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1} and choose
the best learning rate of 0.005. For our SCR-GO (see
Algorithm 1 of the main manuscript), we use ρ = 0.1,
Tsub = 5, noise 10−7, RMSprop with learning rate
5× 10−4 for the cubic sub-problem. Different from Sec-
tion H.2 (or Section 5.2 of the main manuscript), we use
a batch size of 10, i.e., NH = 10, to estimate the GO
Hessian. Other settings are the same with Section H.2.
As confirmed by the results in Figure 4 of the main
manuscript, subsampling data to estimate GO Hessian
doesn’t influence the final performance too much but in-
deed provide better efficiency wrt oracle calls.
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Figure 6: Comparing our SCR-GO with a well-tuned Adam
optimizer on training a variational encoder for PFA. Error-
bars/Variances are estimated based on 5 random seeds.
H.3.2 Variational encoder for PGBN/DLDA
Generalizing the PFA, a Poisson gamma belief networks
(PGBN, identical to the deep latent Dirichlet allocation
(DLDA)) [56, 57, 12] is a deep latent variable model with
the generative process of (take the 2-layer special case as
an example)
pθ(x, z) :

x ∼ Pois(x|W1z1)
z1 ∼ Gam(z1|W2z2, c2)
z2 ∼ Gam(z2|α0,β0),
(64)
where x is the count data variable, Wl the topic matrix of
layer l with each column/topic wk located in the simplex,
i.e., wvk > 0,
∑
v wvk = 1, zl the latent code of layer
l, z = {zl}, and θ = {{Wl}, {cl},α0,β0}. Often{α0,β0} are assumed constants such as 1. For simplicity,
we further assume c2 = 1 in this experiment.
The variational inference arm is constructed hierarchically
as
qφ(z|x) = qφ2(z2|z1)qφ1(z1|x), (65)
where φ = {φ1,φ2},
qφ2(z2|z1) = Gam(z2;
µ22
σ22
,
µ2
σ22
), (66)
with µ2 = NNµ2(z1),σ2 = NNσ2(z1), and
qφ1(z1|x) = Gam(z1;
µ21
σ21
,
µ1
σ21
), (67)
with µ1 = NNµ1(x),σ1 = NNσ1(x). The NN func-
tions are parameterized the same as in Table 2.
The training objective is to maximize the ELBO.
ELBO(θ,φ) = Eqφ(z|x)
[
log pθ(x, z)− log qφ(z|x)
]
.
(68)
For the Adam optimizer, we search the learning rate
within {0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 1} and choose
the best learning rate of 0.01. For our SCR-GO (see
Algorithm 1 of the main manuscript), we use ρ = 0.1,
Tsub = 5, noise 10−7, RMSprop with learning rate
5 × 10−4 for the cubic sub-problem. 10 data samples
(i.e., NH = 10) are used to estimate the GO Hessian.
Other settings are the same with Section H.3.1.
The training objectives versus the number of oracle calls
and processed observations are shown in Figure 6. It’s
clear that similar to what’s observed in the above section
(variational encoder for PFA), the proposed SCR-GO per-
forms better than a well-tuned Adam optimizer in terms of
oracle calls and data efficiency, when tested on the more
challenging problem of training a deep variational encoder
(constructed via neural networks) for a deep latent vari-
able model (PGBN/DLDA). The better performance of
SCR-GO is attributed to its exploitation of the curvature
information via the GO Hessian, which takes into consid-
eration the correlation among parameters within pθ(x, z)
and qφ(z|x) and utilizing an (implicit) adaptive learning
rate mimicking the classical Newton’s method.
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